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CHAPl'ER I 
THE PLACE OF HOME EXPERIENCES IN THE HOMEMAKING. PROGRAM 
Home economics is the field of knowledge and service pri.martly 
concerned with strengthening family life by educating the individual 
for family living. This is one of the major challenges which con-
. fronts the homemaking teacher in today's school. While it is true 
that homemaking classrooms are designed to provide within the school: 
· : a lifeli~e e.nvironment Which gives .the pupils experiences that help 
· · · them to solve their present and .future home problems, it is also true 
that the limitations are not only recognized by Oklahoma home econ-
omics teachers but provision is made .(or more adequate learning in 
the vocational homemaking program bY: encouraging home. experiences. 
· In order for the home experience program to be successful, it must 
be made an integral part of the pupils' l~arning and contribute to 
their overall goals. The teacher's enthusiasm for home experiences . : 
must be contagious to the extent that she inspires ·her pupils and. 
they in turn interest their parents. When this happens, home exper-. · .. · 
iences make a major contribut.ion to the realizat.ion of many goals of· 
homemaking education through stimulating and sustaining the interest . 
. of pupils in their homes, and widening the opportunities for the 
development of attitud~s, underiltandings, and skills which func.tion 
' I 
in.family living. · ·' i / 
1 I 
2 
No learning experience is complete until the understandings gained 
become a part of the regular living experience of the individual. In 
· .. the planning area, for instance., teachers can plan for the pupils; but 
how can they learn to do planning when they do not participate in their'. · 
fo.:rmation? If they accept plans without question, such action is be-
lieved to be undesirable., pecause as Farwell and Peters state: 
Children living in a democracy need experience in planning and 
assuming responsibility. Without such experience., they could be led 
by anyone in authority., no matter what his purposes might be.1 · 
What is really wanted in planning the home experience program is 
the pupils I cooperation. Farwell and Peters show the importance of 
cooperative planning when they say: 
Encourage the sine.ere cooperation of your pupils in planning and 
help them learn how to plan if (1) you would have them learn effectively, · 
(2) you value their ability to live together cooperatively in school., 
· (3) you value activities that are varied and rich, (4) 2ou would provide 
· for the needs, interests, and abilities of every pupil. 
It is true that this statement was made in connection with the 
overall classroom planning, but it also supports the idea that the 
. cooperative planning of teacher-guided student projects is desirable. 
The home experience which is planned by the teacher, pupil, and even 
the parent might serve as an in-between· link to that which is done in 
school; 
t '·, 
Not only does the student profit from the planning and carrying 
· · out of the. home experience, he realizes much benefit from the evaluating 
of the experience and his growth at various stages of its development and 
1He:rman J. · Peters and Gail F •. Farwell, Guidance: .A DeYFJlopmental 
,AJ2proe,ch, (Chicago, 1959), p • .302. 
J 
I 
~: :. '. ~. 
.·· .. · . after its completion. The evaluation of the home experience should be an 
integral part of the learning. It should not only help . the student. to 
evaluate the results 0£ his action, but should point the progress being 
...... 
made toward the overall developmental goals.· It is a continuous process. 
' ·:' : ; : ;," .... 
·Evaluation is concerned with the extent and kind of changes taking 
place in behaviors related to the specific objectives desired to result 
from a learning experience. Evaluation in connection with a home exper-
ience begins with the selection of the experience and continues through . 
. to its completion. · All of the persons c~ncerned with the experience 
should have some part in its. evaluat.ion. · . 
The evaluation should be a planned cooperative procedure between· 
· the pupil, teacher, and .the parent. The more the pupil participates. 
in the selection and formulation of th~ evaluation instruments, the 
more he will learn from their use. Trayer and Pace say, 
The student must be motivated~that. is, he must see in the evalua-
.· tion device an opportunity to find out something he genuinely wants to 
know about h1self; he must know the results; he must participate in 
.· the activity. · . . .· 
Evaluation activities help the pupil determine his standing in 
relation to the objectives, · recognize strengths and weaknesses, deter-
··.· mine personal progress and recognize new things need.ad to be learned. 
The writer is. aware that the students under her Jurisdiction ditfer 
widely from one another. in their abilities, interests, and ambitions. 
She is also aware that these students differ within themselves, that 
.3u.s. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, ~' Scbool, . 
· ~ Community werience~ 1D ~ Homemaking Program, (Washington, 195.3) . p • .39. . . . .. 
. ·· · · 4Maurice E. Troyer· and c. Robert Pace, :Evaluation in-Teacher. Edu.ca-
~/ (Washington D.C./1944) .· ·p. 14. • ·.·.. · · · ~ · ·-. . · 
. . .. '. . . 
. ,··· 
. ' ., ~: 
.',,., ',:'1 . 
5_.; 
· they have at"eas of weakness and areas of streng~h. As Bingham puts it: 
An individual's potentialities are not all equally strong. One 
can learn to do certain things more easily and better than othet" things., 
and can develop greater interest and satisfaction in some kinds of activ-
ity than othet"s. 
Individuals differ from one another in their potentialities.5 
The writer knows that individual differences eXist and that the 
f 
· .•.· .. average classroom situation is many times limited in making adequate 
provision for them. One of the advantages of the home experience pro-
gt"am is that it providef! a means of making provision for individual · · 
differenc.es. The vocational homemaking teacher through home visits., 
· conferences with parents., and personal counseling with the girls has 
the opportuntty to guide the individual student into personal learning· · 
experiences which will be meaningful and interesting. 
Throughout educational literature there are many evidences that 
educators accept learning to make wise decisions as an overall goal 
of education. Since the school is an organization in society to pro-
mote education., then the students under its jut"isdict,ion should have 
opportunu ties to make choices. They should be helped to make choices . · 
·. ; in keeping with theit" levels of' ability and the kin~s of_ ability they 
. possess. They. should .be guided into choosing the types of experiences 
for which they have the greatest capacity to profit. T;h.e homemaking 
· .. .teach.a~ should. know the uniqueness of her pupils well enough to enable .. 
· . he?" to assist them in theit" learni~g activities at the level of compre-. 
hension and meaning of which they are capable •. The teacher must study 
5w. v.: Bingham., Aptitudes .am Ap;titude Testing., (New York, 19.37)., 





her students to discover their interests, capabilities, and limitations 
if their learning is to be most beneficial and realistic. 
The home experience is defined as a planned learning experience 
usually carried on and completed in the home under the guidance of the 
teacher and with the cooperation of home members. A home experience 
·.·.is carefully planned.before actual work on it is begun. It is the 
solving of real problems encountered by st.udents themselves in actual 
· life s1 tuations. Specific definitions of the home experience are: 
'Home experience I is a term which is used interchangeably with 
the t·erm 'home project'. There has been a tendency in t'ecent years to 
favot' the use of· 'home experience I because of (1) the emphasis in educa-
tion which is being placed on the fact that all learning results from 
experience, and (2) certain undesirable connotations which have become 
associated with 'home projects•. 
A home experience usually provides a learning expel'ience which 
could not be easily duplicated in a classroom situation and involves 
new learning as well as increased. skill. · Through the experience 
carried out at home the girl can find out how iell she can use class-
room learning in a real family life situation. 
Home experiences may concern the individual, the ;t'amily, or the 
., .. community. The individual experience emphasizes personal improvement · 
· and may not greatly affect other members of the f.'amily. Concerning 
.. family and community experiences we may say: 
5 
Family experiences directly affect the home and family members. , ', - -
· These afford opportunities to attempt to solve home problems through 
the cooperative effort of the entire family. The pupil should take 
the initiative and assume the maJor responsibility. These experiences 
are more composite, since they may involve working with others •••• 
A community experience is one which directly affects the welfare 
· of the family and extends beyond the home. · An experience of this type 
·maybe the Joint experience· of several students ••• A community exper-
. ience should provide new learning experiences for the student and meet 
6u.s. Department of Health, Eliucation., and Welfare, ~' School, 
.wJ.a Qommuni;t;y Experiences in ~ liomemakini Proiram, (Washington, 1953) 
p. 51. . 
·, ... ,·. 
6 
a definite need of the comrnuni ty. An experience of this type may serve 
· · .. to make students conscious of local· concerns and· aware that they can con- ·. · · 
tribute to the solution of problems. 7. · . 
Teachers in the vocational homemaking ,departments in Oklahoma and 
elsewhere are becoming increasingly aware of the possible effectiveness 
. . . . 
'. of the home experience program in the ~stablishment and maintenance of ; 
•· adequate training for girls during their .high school days. In the home-
making classroom today, activities are planned with the purpose of pro-
Viding opportunities for the student to develop certain skills which will 
··· · contribute to her ability to perform tasks effectively and assume responsi-
.·. bilities connected with homemaking and family living. The same is true in 
·'·developing a home experience. Some skills which the student is interested 
in and needs to enable her to make a greater contribution to her home and 
family can be developed more effectively in the home than in> the class-
room situation, so the student plans a home expe·rience as she works. toward 
achieving these particular skills. 
students cannot accomplish at school everything they need to 
·. ascertain and do, so learning experiences that can be carried over into 
. the home are a great boon to the attainment of the girl. Home experiences 
.· ... : ., .,.,. · provide. for the opportunity which so many girls long to have. That is the 
·i ,•:; 
opportunity to "see if I can do i.t alone". T:rue the teacher and the mother 
. . . . . ' 
.. ·,_ . . : 
.· .. ar~ available. to offer guidance--this provides the girl with a comfortable .. · 
· feeling-but as one girl put it, "I got to see whether I could do it with-· 
out having anyone there to tell me what to do next. 11 . The. personal satis-
faction of an. experience well done pays big dividends in the ·1:1,fe of a 
7state Board for Vocational Education, ~ E;,weriences, (Olympia, 
Washington, 1958), p.· 10. · .··· / · ·. 1 
,. .. r·. 
7 
·. young homemaker. Angilyn Wadley, a mother and former teacher, said: 
. All who share in the privilege of a home should share in the respo~ 
; sibility. We owe it to our girls to. give them experience and' practi§e as 
·. well:as observation.and instruction. in.the tech~ques of homemaking. 
The English instructor encourages and hopes that his students will 
use correct grammar outside the classroom; the history teacher feels 
.that his students will be better citizens if they have an understanding 
· of historical facts and philosophies; the mathematics teacher realizes 
the importance of his students retaining the use of at least the· basic 
· .. principles of the subject he teaches; but the homemaking teacher offers 
· credit to her students who carry through a home experience, the seed of 
which was perhaps sown in a homemaking class or during a conference 
hour. The home experience phase of the program serves as a constant 
challenge to both the student and the teacher. The teacher is chal-
.. ienged to adequately stimulate the intellectual student and to help 
.the less capable ,to choose an experience which will be satisfying in 
every way. The student should be determined to choose an experience 
'_which will provide new learning and meet a specific need-either per-
. sonal, family, or community. 
As early as 1925 specific effort was being made i_n Oklahoma schools 
···. · to provide for ·parent, pupil, and teacher conferences in order to set up . 
' . 
goals for home proJ ects and thus obtain better results in the home expez- '. 
, ience program. · Recognition was given to the fact that the home project . 
should be a part of the regular program of work, .. that the project is . 
8Angilyn W. Wadley, "Can We Make More Use of Home .Fxperiences?lf 





based on individual needs.9 
In 1937 one Oklahoma home economist pointed out that the home project 
method of teaching provides for individual differences, and that more home · 
supervision should supplement that being done in the school. The study 
also emphasized that the evaluation should not be done entirely by the 
teacher, but that the teacher should guide the pupil in evaluating her 
own project, checking her progress, and drawing conclusions. Parent eval-
uation was also considered essential. The study pointed out that the co-
operation of the parents throughout the entire program was necessary for 
the best project work.lo 
Nettie Hastings in her study in 1948 stressed that the home pro-
Ject should be selected by the student to meet recognized need and the 
resulting product should be an asset to the family or to some individual 
in the group. The selection and planning of the project should be given 
careful attention since this may be as valuable a learning experience as 
the project its elf. It is important that the teacher know the student's 
interests, needs, home, and family in order to guide the selection of pro-
jects into worthwhile channels. 
The. home projects are desirable· because they let the student work 
on his own, they help the teacher to discover the needs of the pupil and 
his family, they acquaint the parents with the homemaking program, and 
9r.ova Potts, .A Stud;:c ~ ~ Organization and Administration .o1' ~ 
.Ho.me P;wject lW Carried ·.Q.U .1n Senior ..fil.gh School Clothing Qlasse~, 
(unpub. M.A. thesis, Department of Home Economics, Oklahoma A. and M. 
College, 1925) 
lOaladys Monk stone, Devel opm,ent ~ .Ho.w..@ Pro j eot .1n ..lic.l:lw Makin~ 
Courses 1D .Iil.gh School, (unpub. M. A. thesis, Department of Home Econ-
omics, Oklahoma A. and M. · College, 1937) 
'· ...... . ~ 
• . they offer an opportunity for parent-pupil-teacher planning.11 
A special study was carried out in a s~lected group of Virginia 
schools in 1955 to learn the practices which were being .followed by home"". 
. . 
. making·teachers in home project supervision., which practices seemed to be 
·f. 
effective,, and. where improvements or modifications in practices might be 
desirable. Some of the Views expressed and the conclusions reached in the 
study were as follows: Principals believe that home projects are important • 
. T~ey .feel that home projects represent an important method of teaching and 
contribute to the improvement o.f home living conditions. The mothers be-
lieve that home projects provide needed practice in. the skills of home-. 
making. They also believe that they make learning real., and bring the 
family together. The pupils feel that they learn more from carrying home 
projects than they could gain if the learning experiences were confined 
· · to the classroom.12 
In a study made in 1957 by Ruth Sneed, the value of home visiting 
· as related to home experiences was recognized in these and other respects: 
they helped in the selection of experiences that were suited to home condi-
tions, and helped teachers guide planning, supervision of work., and the 
evaluation of experiences in the home w1 th the help of th~ .family.13 
· 11Nettie Hurd Hastings, .A Study~ Vocational Homemaking Education·• 
Proirams .1D Lill Selected OklalJ.oma Scbgols, (unpub. M.A. thesis, Depart-
. ment of Home Economics, Oklahoma A. and M. College., 1948). 
12virginia Polytechnic Institute and Virginia state Department of 
Education, .A Study .c.r .the .Heme Project .1n Homemaking Education in J. Selecteg 
Gmu.,p .QI Vi;r;:ginia Schools •.. (Richmond, Virginia, 1955). · 
• 13Ruth Sneed, "Values of. Home Visiting .for Teaching Homemaking, 11 
siournal .QI~ Econgm.ics, ~IX (1957), P•. 177-181. · 




· Not only these studies but many others could be cited all recommending home 
experiences, thus promoting a desire on the part of the writer to do more 




. A DESCRIPl'ION OF THE STUDY 
·, 
This study is an attempt to formulate plans whereby the home exper-
ience program of the Custer School can be improved through the cooperation 
· of the teacher., pupils., and parents. 
A belief that home and community experiences are more desirable and 
.valuable when they are planned cooperatively by.the parent., student, and 
teacher, motivated the study~ The writer had a growing feeling of dis-
. satisfaction with the home experience program as it was being carried out 
· in the Custer School du~ partially to the idea that it was entirely teacher-
. planned. · It was her· b~lief that if the students and the parents were given 
an opportunity to help determine what factors should be a part of the plan-. 
ning, the salient points which should make up the experience itself, and 
· also the evaluation devices to be used throughout the experience and after 
··its completion, their understanding of the vocational homemaking program · 
would be increased.· The increased understanding on the. part of the girl 
would enable her to proceed with her experience with more cqnfidence and 
. i 
>·.the mother would be better prepared to. offer assistance and suggestions 
.• since she would have a· greater perception of the program as a whole. 
The writer proceeded with the study on the major hypothesis that when 
parents, students, .and teaoher .work together in planning, carrying out, and.· 
., 
· evaluating home experiences, a bettel' understanding will ensue on the part 
of .. everyone •. . I 
I 
11 
Additional hypotheses were that: 
If home experiences are planned cooperatively with pupils' needs and 
interests uppermost, they will, be of value to the pupils. 
~ 
If parents are included in the initial planning of the program their 
cooperation throughout the experience can be expected. 
12 
If, as home experiences are carried out, they are regularly and co~ 
operatively evaluated in t~rms of the original goal, evidences that pupils 
have learned can be determined. 
It was thought that these hypotheses could be proven by the following 
proced urea: 
Visiting the homes and explaining the possibilities of home exper-
.iences to the parents and getting their opinions. 
Inviting parents to attend a planning meeting. 
Giving parents and girls a list of suggested experiences to help 
determine the type of experience for which there was need, and in which 
there was greatest interest. 
Asking students who had taken homemaking before to make a list of 
things they felt should be included .in planning, carrying out, and in 
evaluating home experiences. · 
Requesting homemaking girls to check an interest questionnaire • 
. . Collecting student progress reports periodically during the semester. 
Asking each mother to give her evaluation of the girl's experience. 
· Working with students to evaluate home experiences after completion. 
Collecting students' opinions regarding values of home eXJ)eriences. 
In. order to familiarize the freshmen girls a..nd their mothers with the 
home experience program, the writer visited as many homes as possible be-
fore the opening of school and visited the others soon after school opened. 
The vocational homemaking program was explained an~ the teacher gave a list 
· of suggestions for home experiences with the request that the mother and 
daughter discuss the various possibilities for suitable experiences and 
check the one or ones they felt would J be of the greatest interest and value 
/ 
to the individual girl,. and also suitable from the standpoint of the home 
·····.'> i.• 
.and other family members. 
Deliberate effort was made to draw the students a.nd the parents into 
·. the planning of the home expe:rience program to be followed throughout the· 
, · year. During· a' regular class pe:riod the sophomore· and junior girls, en-. . . 
~lled in homemaking, were divided. into small groups and each group was 
asked to list .the ~hings which they ~onsidered important in the planning, 
carrying out, reporting,· and evaluating of home experiences. After each 
13 
group had listed the things which they considered essential, the lists were· 
tabulated. 
To further the interest of the mothers in the home experience program 
and to help their understand~ng of it, letters were sent to them inviting 
>, them to visit the homemaking department on a specific date for the purpose 
· · of sharing in the planning of the home experience program' for tbe year •. The 
Homemaking III girls. attended the meeting to tell about the home experiences 
· .··: they had carried out during one of the semesters of the previous year or over 
. the summer. Part of the girls stressed the planning they had done; some, 
. how they had carded out their experience, giving the details; others emphas-
ized· their purposes in choosing the experience; and a few of them stressed 
· · the final evaluation which had been a part of the experience. 
· In order to give the mothers an idea of the opinions the homemaking .. 
; : . •' ~..; ~ ..... : ..... girls had expressed, the writer made charts listing the things.to which 
the girls had given greatest stress in the· choice, .and the evaluation of 
the expe.rience. 
Some of the mothers who had had girls in homemaking other years told 
· . of the values which their daughter's expe:rience had been to her and, in 
some cases, to the family or some member of the family. 
In order to guide students in choosing an expe:rience which might be . I . . 
·of interest to them, th~-- writer had each student check an interest que·stion-
naire of 98 items checking in the following column concerning each item: 
indifferent to, dislike, like, had experience, want some experience, want 
more experience, 
To help stimulate interest in home experiences and to improve the 
students' understanding of the program, bulletin boards and displays were 
arranged periodically in the department during the school year. 
Eac.h student was given an opportunity to present an oral report to 
her class on the progress of her individual experience during the first 
and second semester respectively. 
Near the close of the semester or at the time that the individual 
girls completed their experiences, they filled out the evaluation sheet 
and then each girl made plans for a conference with the instructor for the 
,~ ..• , ,:, 
final joint evaluation based on the values gained from the experience. 
Space was provided on the student evaluation sheet for the parent I s opinions 
as to the experience. 
Early in the school year the writer told the girls of her plan to take 
·. pictures of some of the home experiences completed during the year, the pur-
pose being use in the annual Homemaking Assembly presented before the student 
. body near the end of the school year. It was hoped that the idea of the pie-
· tures would serve as an additional stimulant to foster worthwhile projects, 
' . . . ' . 
·.·· and also that they would further clarify the meaning of the vocational pro-




· .THE DEVELOPMENT OF HOME EXPERIENCE PROGRAM 
AT CUSTER 1960-61 
On starting work in the .Custer Community the writer heard many state-
ments and questions from both community folk and students which showed that 
they did not understand the term vocational homemaking. Reactions to state-
ments made by the writer concerning the program and questions asking the 
meaning of vocational homemaking verified the fact that this lack of under-
standing existed. Consequently the writer felt a real challenge and under-
took to work directly with the people in order to clarify the meaning of 
the program through various interpretative procedures. It was her belief 
that th_e cooperation and support, which the parents and the community give 
:\ 
to ,'the $Udent experiences and other phases of the program related to home- . 
making education goals are dependent upon the effectiveness of the home-
making teacher and her students in interpreting the vocational program to 
·the public. 
Since home experiences are a Vital part. of the vocational program 
· and since the writer want_ed to bring about some improvement in the home 
experience program, she used it as the key act1vity to help interpret the 
program as a whole. 
The chief concern. of the writer was to investigate· whether or not the 
cooperative planning of teacher., pupils, and parents would result in improve-
ment of home experiences. 
J 
. 15 / 
16 
The writer, as she made ,v~sits to all the homes of the freshman girls, 
' ., 
was gratified With the interest that was shown in the homemaking program as 
a whole and in home experiences in particular. The majority of the ·mothers 
: ·_ contriouted to the detailed planning by checking a list of suggested home 
>. : -~xperiences indicating those things from which they thought their daughter 
',·,, . 
· · could receive the greatest benefit. The mother_s were desirous to cooper-
ate and were concerned that their daughters should learn from the homemaking 
· experiences thro.ugh the year. 
When the homemal{ing girls were given an opportunity in class to list 
the things they considered essential in the choosing of a home experience, . . . . 
the follow1ng things received the most mention: 
· 1. Opportunities afforded for learning new things. · ... 
·· 2. Need for the project. 
3. Suited to the home. 
4. Type to encourage cooperation of family. 
-• .. ·05. Developed as a problem through classwork •.. 
6. · Student is interested in the experience. 
7. SUi ted to the ability of the student; · 
8. Is Within the budget • 
. . . · The points receiving the mo st. mention w1 th respect to the planning 
.. and _Ca.f:'.rying out of the :experience were the need for: 
. · 1. Having a plan and a schedule of work prepared. 
~- . . . . . .· . . 
2 •. Getting the plan approved by the mother-and teacher. 
3. Reading for additional_ information and help in carrying .out 
_the experience. 
4. · Having available the needed materials. 
. . . I . . 
5 •. The cooperation and help of ,parents when necessary. 
. ' . j . • . . ' 
/ 
17 
Nine mothers responded to the invitation to come to the homemaking 
· department to share in the planning of the home experience program for the 
year. Several contacted the writer to express reg:ret for not being able to 
'··.attend.· The Homemaking III girls' presentation 9f their home ·experience 
' ' 
· of the previous year was well received. and seemed. to help in clarifying the 
., 
meaning of the program to the mothers .who had girls in homemaking .for the 
· · first time. It also pointed out to them the variety of experiences which· 
.. might be chosen. The writer had prepared in chal't form the items mentioned 
· ··.• . by the girls as being important· in. the choice of ho.me experiences., and had 
also prepared a suggested list of five t~ngs considered important in the 
execution of a plan for a home experience. The mothers agreed that. the 
·. various phases we~e import.ant and should be included. 
Most of the mothers expressed great pleasure at having had the pri-
vilege of attending the meeting and said they wished the same type of . 
informal meetings to discuss the training of their children could be held 
. more often. Several mentioned that the meeting had clarified certain fad- , 
tors concerning the vocational program and its offerings. 
The interest questionnaire was checked. by the twenty eight girls 
enrolled . in homemaking. A copy of the questionnaire in its en.tirety., 
,• .. -.-,,.1·· together with a recording of the number of students checking each item 
.:: · !. · ' · can be found in the appendix. 14 Some items w~r·e not checked by any of:• 
the students., some by only a few., and others were checked by over half 
of the students. When the items. checked by seven or more students :were 
grouped together and stud-ied., .it was found that among these were areas 
in which students had selected home experiences also •. Therefore., .their 
. ·, 
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· · .. desire .for more experience and their selection correlated. 
The items receiving the mo st mention in the columns "want some exper- · 
:' . ~:· . · ,ience." and ilwant more experience" were tabulated in the order of .frequency 
,; .·, ;- j ) 
',:·"; 
...... ~- ·. :.:: ; ;or· response.\9 Only these items in which there was the gre~test degree or·:. 
correlation and those selected by at least seven students were included 
in the .frequency table. · Also included in the table are the number of 
· students indicating a dislike for the acitiVity. 
Three students chose some pl;l.ase of cooking for t.heir home experience. 
· 11To cook" ranked third in freque1ncy of mention. An item which received 
fourth rank was 11 To make small decorative things for th.e home". Ten girls· 
-perfonned experiences which fitted j.nto this catagory. The two items on 
·.· the questionnaire receiving the most mention as activities in which the 
girls "want experience" were not chosen by any girls for home e;xperiences • 
. This probably was due to the fact that these items, and others on the ques-
. . 
.·tionnaire, were included in class and .FHA activities throughout the year. 
Writing about it is not adequate and reference to Table I l5 will 
enable the reader to see the importance of these items in terms of fre-
quency of mention. 
The bul.letiri boards and displays·_ se_rved as reminders for home exper-
ience activity throughout each semester. One display:entitled "Keep on 
·. the Track" had a trainman pointi.ng. te> the .following stations along the 
·. i track: planning conference; p:roJ.ect :started, oral pro.gress reports, mid-
way conferences, destination reached, Was it worth it?, _Mother has the last 
. . . .· . . . . 
word. The girls studied the display c~eful.ly. They were concerned about 




· MOsr FREQUENT RESPONSES TO INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE 
_________ ,,,._,,, .-=~=-· 
Order of No. Indicating No. Performing Home 
Freguenc;t{ -~-· E;x;p,e!j.~_nge Desi,J;:ed~- • Dislike Ex~t.i§11ce...,j.p-ArfilL 
' ·,"--:_ 
· 1 To make one-,crust pies 
2 Know how to eat in cafe or restaurant 
3 To cook 
3 Know more about manners 
3 Select own clothing 
4 Comb someone else's hair 
4 Carry on pleasant conversation 
4 To analyze face coloring for correct make up 
4 To make small decorative things for home 
4 To~ plan J:3.::.party a,:t_ lloIIJ.e _ 
5 C~re for~young children 
5 'Experiment; with make up or change hair styles 
5 To play the_piano 
5 To decorate a room 
-- 5 To can vegetables 
5 .. , .. .;.:.,-To use silv:~r corr.E,3,y'tlyJ:1.t table ·,:·-
5 To arrange flowers 
5 To find out best color for dresses 
6 Be hostess at a party 
6 Buy food for the home 
6 Serve on committees planning various school affairs 
6 Make a cake 
6 Ms.ke small girl's dresses 
6. To be leader of a school group or activity 
6 To crochet a rag rug 
6 To make leftovers from a meal into an appetizing dish 
7 To make new kitchen curtains 




























































: TABLE I "Continued" 
Order of No. Indicating No. Perfouning Home 
Frectuen_cy · ;:t;x;Q~rlence D~sired Dislike Exoerj,enc.~ in Ar.fill.._ 
7 To help mother with the sewing 4 7 
7 To make home more attractive ,? . ··10 
7 · To plan wardrobe for school 0 0 
7 To try new recipes 0 1 
7 To improve home courtesies 0 0 
7 To see films in connection with classwork 1 0 
7 To read about up-:to-date methods of preparing new food dishes 1 0 
7 To select own clothes and accessories 0 0 
7 To keep hair in good condition 0 0 
7 To hang pictures in a roo~ 3 0 
7 To block print design on a luncheon cloth 3 ,o 
7 To make small children's garments 2 0 
7 To listen to music 0 0 
8 To work in a flower garden 5 1 
8 To add to my collection of recipes 0 1 
8 To write personal letters 2 0 
8 To talk with mother about how she does something 2 0 
8 To have an allowance 4 0 
8 To care for the sick 4 0 
8 To plan ways of saving money 0 0 
8 To carve meat 3 ·0 
9 To write thank you notes 9 0 v 9 To arrange furniture at home 0 1 
9 To visit friends 0 0 
9 To prepare vegetable salads 2 0 
9 To go walking alone 4 0 
9 To know how to o:rtler a meal in a cafe 1 0 




whether or not these stations actually described the kinds of activities 
students needed in carrying out home experiences. They raised questions 
. concerning their personal planning previous to starting their experience, 
asked about the amount of work that should be completed before the oral 
progress reports an~ midway conferences. The .display helped to point out 
to the students that the home experience is really a planned experience 
which contributes to their overall homemaking activity. 
Progress .reports made by students through reports given as a part of 
class discussions and as a part of personal conference with the t·eacher 
showed that the students were not only aware of the stations indicated 
· in the display prepared, but they were able to use these descriptions of 
the stations and their reports as means of measuring their progress toward 
·. their planned go al s. 
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In some of the progress reports where evidences showed lack of success, 
the poor results were recognized and seemed to serve as a means of directing 
· .·~ture planning rather than of defeating the girl. They helped her to move · 
toward her goal and served as a means of learning. 
Ev·aluations .of the home experiences were made by the students them-
selves, by the student and teacher jointly, and by the parent. The check 
.· sheet16 used by the teacher for the Joint evaluation included items under 
. the following five headings: selection, of problems, pre-planning, carrying 
: out plans, evaluation, report. · Each item had three numbered columns con-
e. .taining descriptions of the activity. The higher numbers indicated more 
satisfactory work. On the right was a column for remarks or the score for 
the home experience. 
For the individual wr1 tten evaluation each girl handed in a forml 7 
which included the .following: name o.f student, grade, year of homemaking, 
, l6Appendix B, p. 36. l7Appendix C11 P• 37. 
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,> 
name of experience., dates started and completed., minimum reqUiremerits., goals.,· 
plan for carry;i.ng ~ut the experience., mother's signa:tu:re, date., p:rogres~ 
· reporl., list of ·references., student's and mother·• s evl:J.luation. . . . 
The girls' in9,ividual evaluations ~f their planned home experiences 
. ' and. the Joint evaluation wit:p the te.acher pointed out many things concerning 
. . . , . . . 
. ... : · their·opinions of the experiemces th:emselves· and al_so concerning .the succe.ss 
. . 
of .the program. Comments showed. that th~re. was a working together· of the·.· 
<:. ••• 
. family~ Such statements and parlial. statements as.,· "Mother helped .and advised 
. me. II nnaddy did the ceili~g and I did the walls. II "Mother had suggest~d ••.• 
were commonly heard. 
Many of ~hem-mentioned the _value of their exper~ence., .but said ·that. 
: . they realized one of .their" weak~esses in carrying :out their work had. been. 
lack of sufficient planning or failure to carry .out their plan •.. As one girl 
.· put it., 11Ne~ time I plan to work .out a schedule be.fore I begin. I will 
try to accomplish"" one c~rtain ~art each week. n 
One.result was the improved planning :whic~was evid~nt iri the second 
semester. experiences and the numl;>er who ,planned th.ei:r p·roject so as to ·com-.· 
. . ·. ' ,'. ' " 
·. ·plate it before .the end of the semester • 
. . · . A. summarized table of. the comments of twent;r-fi ve ·. students may. be. found· 
. . . •,' . ' ' ', 
in. Tabl~ rr.18 . · These comments are no1:. in the words of the students· but are· . 
. . . ., . . 
an interpretation of their words.· 
The writer al~o. preparE:!d a summary ·of the comments. m~de by twentr,-one. ·. 
, , I, ' ' ' , ' , 
mothers' concerning the value of home· experiences to the daughter, 'the mother., 
and· the home. This: summe.±7. is· iable. III}9 · .. :· _: · . . . . .·.•, · . . . . . . 
. ' ' ' . . ' . ' . . . . . 
· .· 18 ,. · 
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In order to give an idea of how students .in this school went about 
carrying out home experiences, a brief resume of the experiences of three 
is included in the study. 
Marilyn wanted to have a prettier bedroom so for her home experience 
·, 
she decided t.o · plan and carry ;out some· simpl~ home improvement projects~ 
These included a study of color and design, of management, of arrangement 
·.· .. : and motion study, of furniture renovation., as well as plannin.g. and organizing 
·· a major· cleaning Job. In her own words.,· "The experience was a challenge to 
me; but all in all it has been rewarding and fun. 11 
Clo Ann want_ed to· make kitchen curt~ns since they needed new ones 
·. and she had never made any before. In her personal evaluation she said., 
11 I have gained a lot from this experience. I made mistakes but from those 
mistakes it helped me to try better t_he next time.'~ Her mother said, 11 I. 
think the curtains are qUite attractive and make the kitchen take on a 
•new look 1 • Sino.a this is her first experience at making curtains, I 
think she did real well. 11 
Linda SU:e wanted t.o help her family enjoy .. the Christmas season and 
· ·: , to help create a real Christmas spirit in her home. She decorated the 
· tree., and put up various other decorations in the home. She helped plan 
the Christmas dinner and had all plans made for its preparation when her 
. . . ' 
:;::_._:'. '. . . :··:. f'ath~r got sick and had to go to the hospital. This type Of experience 
: : • ·. '',;' '~· ,~: :~ I' ,°< ' ' • 
· .. was especially a good one for Linda since one of' her major problems the 
. ·,~ •' .. ~ . . ·-:~. 
last several years has been that of trying to live happily with her family. 
She said after t_he experience was completed., "I learned many things concern-. 
ing relations." She did not feel, however., that it was as successful as 
· somf:l of her previous experiences because she was unable., _due to her father's 
illness, to carry out _all of her plans. ,He:r mot~er said., "I thi_nk Linda 
.. Sue's proJec~. ·was more. of a . success than she thought." 
TABLE II 
STUDENTS' OPINIONS REGARDING VALUES OF HOME EXPERIENCES 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~ 
Order of -Summarized Comments No. of Times 










Interesting and enjoyable 
· · Experience good-learned much 
Gave a feeling of accomplishment 
Experience was challenging 
Showed the need for organizing 
Provided opportunity 1:.o use originality and creativeness 
Improved the home 
Experience resulted in saving money 















SUMMARIZED EVALUATIONS OF TWENTY-ONE MOTHERS 
Order of ··No. of Times 
Frequency Summarized Statement Exm~_§.§ed __ 
1 Was well done 
2 Aroused girls' interest 
2 · Was advantageous to mother and/or home 
' 
3 Was good experience 
3 Taught lesson in scheduling time 
3 Will be great advantage in future 
.3 Was very beneficial 
4 Gives goal to work .for 
4 ··• Gave idea of color blending and relationship 
















The slides of some of the completed projects of the students were shown 
in the annual Homemaking Assembly. Sixty-two mothers, grandmothers, and friend: 
of the homemaking girls attended, as well as the entire student body. The pie-
.tures included such things as: the ."before" and 11after" of Marilyn's bedroom, 
Lois I stuffed toys, Ruth Ann standing beside her kitchen curtains, La Denta 
and her sofa pillows, painted bird and .t1.ower pictures of Shelah and Shirley, 
. refinished coffee table of Sharon, blooming zinnia bed of Darlene, Janet in 
her new dress, Bonnie in her blouse, Helen and Mona with their sweat-shirt 
Jackets, and Joyce I s strainer pad doll. 
As the introduction to the showing of the slides, the narrator explained 
the reasons for home experiences as well as explaining each picture as it was· 
shown. 
To further interpret vocational homemaking, pictures of FHA activities, 
and class ·work were ·shown also. Some of the mothers, faculty members, and othe:r 
friends attending the program mentioned the effectiveness of the slides. The 
· writer felt that for the public .to see the pictures of some activities of the 
homemaking classes, of FHA, and home experiences, .they would get a clearer idea 
.. of the vocational program. 11in action. 11 
Although no formal steps were taken.to evaluate the effectiveness of the· 
cooperative work done, it is believed that the general atmosphere is one of 
.. , inc.reased. understandi'ng and a.ppreciB:tion of the program. •. 
. » 
CHAPTER IV 
·.· SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The effectiveness of the study was judged by statements made by the girls 
,_; ·;.'~\. 
; . ' '.·: 1 ; · concerning the values :received 1':rom the home experiences completed during the 
· year, a feeling of the teacher about .the suc~ess of the program.., and comments 
. made by the mothers concerning their evaluations of the home experiences of 
their daughters. 
The writer realizes that in no way does this st~y prove the quality 
. of home experiences undertaken. That was not the effort. The purpose was 
to see if it was possible to get more interest in home experiences by promoting 
C()operation. · 
No attempt was made to quantitatively measure progress in a home experience 
. ~ . 
· program, but evidenc.e was collected.· throughout the time in which the study was 
· made which .showed observable changes· which seem to validate. the original hypo-
' ' 
:. ·. thesis.and its related assumptions. Evidenc.e points to the following generaliza· 
tions: 
1. Pupils :realize value from home experiences when they are guided into 
: ·. choosing one which int~rests them as well. a~ meets thei; need5s. 
' .. ~ . . . . ... . . 
2~ Pupils enjoy home experiences when they have a part in the pre planning 
., and the evaluation • 
. 3. Progress reports vitalize learning because they draw attention to major 
. . . . . . 
objectives, act as a stim~us toward more activity by pointing up the p~gress 
· already made, and furnish a sounq., basis for further planning by the teacher and . 
··,··· 





4. Pupil participation in e-yaluation helps students observe learnings 
which, would otherwise pass unnoticea.. , ... 
I 
5. Family experiences help the students to work for the benefit and 
. . 
enjoyment of other family members as well as their own. 
6. · Increased understanding of' home experiences enables mothe;-s ·to· :, 
evaluate their daughter's experience more objectively~ 
' ~ :. 
7. Providing a list of' suggested home experiences assists pupils 
to make wiser choices •. 
8. Gratifying results were achieved when the pupils, teacher,. and 
mothers worked cooperatively in planning and .evaluating the home experience · 
·. program. 
9. Capturing pupil's interest in home experiences causes them to 
perform the e·xperience wi~h more enthusiasm. 
10. Home Visits are very helpful in providing for opportunities to 
clarify the home experience program • 
. 11. Instruction in home experi~nce.s is .pointed. toward helping students 
achieve goals through problem solving. · ' 
· 12. Further evaluation of home experiences might include measurement 
. of im,provement. in quality. . ' '' 
A quantitative as· well as a qualitative evaluation of the progress made 
in the .home experience. program seems . to be a next step. . · .. ' ... ', .. : . / ,, ::" . .· < ; ; i; ,. ., .... ~ }. . ~ -:~ ·.'. ·.'·.. ' \ . ' 
) •:, -, 
~-~~, ·;. : 
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· APPENDIX A 
INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE 
"*il Q) ' Q) . Q) 
Q) ,(). Q)C) fg H a· s a 
·~ 
Q) Q) 0 Q) ~i ~ i! Cl) ..-1 Co--t ..-1 H 
Q) ..-1 . .-1 Q) .p Q) .p Q) 
~ ,'S 0 Ill . ~~ ~ ~ '~ ~ ..-1 ' ..-1 HOMEMAKING INTERES'.1'.S i.:.::i I H+:i A ::i:: f:il ~ (,:1 ~ f:il 
1. 'fo make toys 11 7 4 4 7 4 
2. To make puppets 2 10 ·12 .8 0 1 
3. To make things of leather, paper or beads 8 7 :· 4 8· 5 ,5 
4 •. To go on picnics with the family 20 .· 1 2 17 1 6 
5. To model with clay 5 7 12 3··. 1 3 
6. .· To talk with people about things you have made at home 7 :s 7 6 0 3 
. 7. To make small decorative things for the home 19 3 1 9 5 7 
8. To make pottery 4 9 6 (j 5 2 
. 9. To I!l~e left-overs from a meal into an appetizing dish 12 5 4 9 5 5 
io. To. ta~e charge of a meeting 10 · 5 8 11 5 4 
;1.1. · Tq try" a new !'SC:j.pe ·-·~:: _ - .. . - -- . - --- . 25 0 0 13 2 7 
12. To prepare own picnic lunch 21 3 0 11 2· 5 
13. To be a leader of a school group or school activities 15 1 3 11 ., 3 7 
14. To write news stories or articles about activities 
in the home or school 0 10 14 ~·. 1 0 
15. To listen to radio programs about homemaking 4 10 8 4 0 2 
16. To read a magazine 17 3 3 11 1 1 v 17. To collect clippings and pictures about homemaking 7 9 6 5 1 1 
18. To arrange flowers 16 · 5 1 7. 6 5 
19. To crochet 6 8 4 3 4 1 
20. To knit 6 9 2 0 5 1 
21. To make small children's garments 11 7 2 4 4 5 
22. To listen to music 24 0 0 10 4 5 
23. · To decorate a room 23 0 0 9 5 6 
l,J 
r-1 







Q) ,rt rl 
HOMEMAKING INTERESTS 
. .!,4 'E 01 ,rt iS H H 
24. To Cook 22 0 1 
25. To repair broken equipment at home 6 8 4 
26. To take pictures 20 1 3 
'/.7. To have a hobby 14 5 2 
28. · To experiment with makeup or change hair styles 25 0 0 
29. To de sign own clothes 1'5 7 3 
JO. To arrange furniture at home 17 4 0 
31. To add to my collection or recipe books 13 8 0 
32. To keep a scrap book 13 7 1 
33. To see films in connection with classwork 19 4 1 
34. To talk with mother about how she does something 22 0 2 
35. To know more about manners 20 2 1 
36. To read short stories in magazines 17 4 2 
37. To mount pictures for the home or school from magazines 9 8 6 
38. To serve on committees planning various school affairs 21 1 3 
. 39. To plan a party at home 21 0 1 
40. To select own clothing 23 0 1 
41. To make a flower gavien 10 7 4 
42. To look at furniture., rugs, and drapes in stores 9 4 9 
43. To help mother with the sewing 16 3 4 
44. To help father with his work 13 4 3 
45 •. · To read about up-to-,-date methods of preparing food dishes 16 5 1 
Q) Q) 
t) Q) (.) 
s::: a s:: 
Q) 0 Q) 
1! ti) ..; s., 
Q) g~ ~~ ::r: µ:l ~ µ:l 


























































C+-t -. C+-t .. 
Q) . ..-i 
. .!,cl ,g. HOMEMAKING INTERESTS ...... 
H H 
46. To visit friends . 20 2 
47. To entertain friends in the home 19 3 
48. To can vegetables 6 5 
49. To t~ad books on etiquette and manner~ _ 12 6 
50. To have a vegetable garden 7 5 
51. To make home more attractive 20 3 
·52. To read homemaking books 4 10 
53. To grow ivy 12 6 
54. To select own clothing and accessories 20 1 
_ 55. To have own allowance i8 1 
-. 56.- To care for the sick 18 2 
57. To buy food for the home 12 3 
58. To plan for entertainment in home when 
all of the family is home 12 7 
59. To plan ways of saving money 12 5 
60. To help ini1.uence the family to eat enough 
fresh fruits and vegetables 11 9. 
61. To care for young children 19 2 
62. To improve home courtesies 22 0 
63. To find out my best "color" for dresses 19 2 
64. To sing 17· 4 
65. To make over a dress 4 6 
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·,.·.;, .f ,.· 
.-;;·-~ 
.. : ·· ·.··.HOMEMAKING INTERESTS 
_ 67. To buy defense stamps and bonds 
· 68. To make sunsui ts for children 
69 •. To· comb someone else's hair 
70 •. To make new kitchen curtains 
71. To go for a ride with the family 
72. To wash dishes · · · 
73. To make introductions 
74. To write thank-you notes 
75. To keep hair in good condition 
-76 •. To work in a flower garden 
. 77. To. upholster a chair 
· -· · 78. To prepare vegetable salads 
79. To make a cake 
so·. To play the piano 
APPENDIX A "Continued" 
.. ' ... 81. To analyze face coloring for correct make-up 
· 82. To carry on a pleasant conversation 
83. To write personal letters 
84. To be hostess at a party 
85. To revarnish a chair 
86. To know how to eat in a cafe or restaurant 
87. To block print a design on a luncheon ·co·ver 
88. To make small girl-'s dresses · 
89. To crochet a rag rug '---
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APPENDIX A "Continued" 
-~ 
l! 
. Q) 4) 
r+-i ~ 
r+-i -rl 
Q) ..-1 'ii! ~ 'S HOMEMAKING INTERESTS '" -rl H H A 
91. To go walking alone 18 2 4 
92~ To iron dresses 9 3 12 
93. _ To comb own hair 25 0 0 
94. To use silver correctly at the table 20 2 1 
95. To play games at home with the .family 15 5 5 
96. To know how to ottler a meal in a cafe 16 4 1 
, 97. To hang pictures in a room 13 5 3 
·--98. · To carve me at 8 8 J. 
G) Q) 
0 G) 0 s::: as::: 
Q) 0 Q) 
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"Have to have a Home 
Experience". 
Have completed similar 
home experiences. 
·_ Little new_ learning 
involved. · 
2. ..f._re-Planning: 
Started home experience 
without making plans. 
3. ..Q.arn.ing out Plans: 
Followed few plans. Did 
not complete experience 
or completed a~er long 
delay. 
4. _f;valuatiQD: 
Very brief or no statement 
of value of experience. 
5. ,Eeport: 
Brief report. Not neatly 
written. Made late. 
APPENDIX B 
TEACHER-STUDENT CHECK SHEET 
3 4 
Am Interested in applying 
Qlass work. 
Involves some new learning 
experiences. Problems 
simple._ 
Talked over goals arrl plans 
before starting. 
Followed most of plans. 
Delayed in completing 
experience. 
statement of accomplish-
ments in terms of goals. 
Neat, fairly complete. 
Ma.de late. 
5 
See need for-,applying class 
work for perSbnal or home 
improvement. 
Experience involves new 
learning. Difficult enough 
to be challenging. 
Set up goals and planned 
experience in writing ·before 
starling. 
Carried out plans, making 
changes where needed. 
Completed on time. 
-, 
statement of value in tem.s 
of goals. · Parent I s statement 
of value. Suggestions made 
for further work. 
Neat, complete report made as 






FORM FOR HOME EXPERIENCE REPORT 
Name of student Grade Year of Homemaking 
Name of Home Experience·-----------------------------------------------------
Date started. __________________ Date Completed ----------
Minimum reqUirements: 
Goals: 
Plan fol:' carrying out the experience: 
. Mother's signature. ____________________ Date--------
Dates of conferences 
Progress Report: 
List of 'References: 
Student's Evaluation: 
Mother 1s Evaluation: · 
Dates of Home Visits· 
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APPENDIX D 
Dear __________________ _ 
The AOmemaking girls ~nci I have s~t up some ideas which.we think will 
help to impt'?ve the Home Experience phase of our vocational home.making program. 
Since the home experiences which the girl does are a part of her home life . . 
and the parents often give advise and assistance in helping the girl carry them 
out, we would like to have your opinion on our plans. 
On_._ _________ at 1:00 p.m, some <:>f the homemaking girls are 
going to review the experiences they did last year and' we want to share our 
planning with all of th~ mothers who can come to the homeID:aking departme,;it. 
We plan to serve some ligh.t refreshments and have a little so.cial ti.me together 
too. 
. .. 
We hope all of the mothe.;rs can come because we need · you;- help in our 
planJ04ng. 
Thank you in advance .for your o.Qoperation.· 
.. , ......... . 




. Homemaking Teacher 
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APPENDIX E 
PARENT'S CHECK ON NEEDED HCME EXPERIENCES· . 
(Please check the home expertences that you are most interested in having 
your daughter work on this s'chool year). · 
_ 1. Learn_ to _care for hE;'lr clothes. 
____ 2. Establish a habit of caring for her room before going to ·school. 
_ 3.' - Get up when she is called and straighten her room. 
_ 4. Estab=!-ish habit of. doing the dishes to make it a pleasant task. 
· _ 5. Take the responsibility for preparing breakfast for a period of time. 
: _ 6. Take the responsibility for preparing a series of meals. 
_ 7. ·· Learn to do the Ss.turday baking. 
____ ·s. Establish habit of doing Saturday cleaning in the morning. 
_ 9. Establish habit ot; doing her work as soon as she r,eturns from school. 
_10. Do sewing for herself at home. · 
:....-11. Learn to get along better with other members of. ·family. 
___...:.12. Learn to serve and wait on the table. 
_13. Learn to plan her wardrobe .... 
. _14. Redecorate her room, or some part of it. 
_15. Refinish some of her. furniture. 
· _16. Build, . fix, or improve cl~ set space for clothes. .-. 
·,..._;_17. Establish habit of ~eeping her dresser drawers straight. 
. ~18. Get out of habit of biting her finger nails,; improve grooming. 
· · ..;:__19. Learn to mix better with other teenagers. 
·· _20. Learn t'o budget her money. 
_21. Learn· to mix better with older people. · 
_22. · · Learn t·o control her temper· and improve consideration of others. 
_2.3. · Learn ·to take care of and understand little children. 
· ...;._24, Improve her posture and. n.abi ts of health. 
':. ,1_,·· .• 
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